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DycoTrade embraces next chapter of global expansion and 

welcomes Cees Poortman as new CEO 

Aalsmeer, the Netherlands – May 16, 2024: DycoTrade is pleased to announce the most recent 

addition to the DycoTrade management team. As of June 1st 2024 Cees Poortman will join the 

team, filling the role of Chief Executive Officer for the company.  In his role as CEO, Cees 

Poortman will be leveraging his distinctive leadership background to continue with the 

company on its path to be the preferred global Commodity Trade Risk Management (CTRM) 

platform for Microsoft Dynamics customers in the Food, Feed, Agriculture and Metal industries. 

Cees Poortman takes over the helm from founder and CEO Arie Willem van der Plas. Arie Willem will 

continue his work as member of the Novature Board, the holding company of DycoTrade and will 

assume the role of Chief Strategy Officer for DycoTrade, further developing the growth strategy, 

building new strategic partnerships, and working closely with key customers to strengthen the 

DycoTrade brand. 

Arie Willem van der Plas: “I am pleased to welcome Cees to the DycoTrade board. With his extensive 

experience in the Microsoft Dynamics world as well his track record in scaling up B2B SaaS companies, 

I am excited that he will lead DycoTrade’s transformation from a more service driven organization into 

a next generation global Independent Software Vendor (ISV) with services.“  

Cees Poortman: “I am impressed how the team at DycoTrade is enabling its impressive list of clients 

through the delivery of its CTRM platform to increase revenue, reduce cost, manage risk and to deliver 

the best services to their community. I am excited to take on the leadership of DycoTrade and to 

contribute to their vital role in supporting efficient and sustainable supply chains for Food, Feed, 

Agriculture, and Metal. Through DycoTrade’s sophisticated software and dedicated professionals, it 

actively addresses crucial aspects of these complex industries, making a meaningful impact on our 

world.”  

About DycoTrade: 

Currently operational across more than forty countries, DycoTrade works to establish itself as the 

foremost authority to deliver the end-to-end industry standard solution for commodity trading 

companies worldwide. Certified by Microsoft and seamlessly integrated in Dynamics 365 Finance and 

Supply Chain Management, DycoTrade simplifies daily logistical and trading operations with a user-

friendly interface. Backed by our expertise and Microsoft's support, we ensure seamless 

implementations through our proven project approach, Success by Design. With extensive experience 

in global implementations, DycoTrade offers international support through its partner network, 

ensuring localized assistance whenever needed.  

More information: DycoTrade.com  
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